Putting the Power behind Compliance

Learn how PowerDMS™ Supercharges Your Compliance Efforts

Paper based → Paper+ → Paper Free & Fully Automated

Paper ▶ Other Solutions ▶ PowerDMS™

"It's the first time I've ever had an IT provider promise a smooth upgrade, migration or software change that occurred as promised and before the deadline."

- Dennis Butler, Ottawa Police Department

Accountability Policy Ease of Use Document Control Instrument Security

MANAGED OVER 18 Million SIGNATURES OVER 12 Years

Critical Content Management Accreditation Liability Reduction Compliance Standard Operating Procedures

400,000+ Proofs of Compliance

$2.8 Million SAVED IN PRINTING AND PAPER COSTS

1,300+ Clients

371k+ Users

18,000,000+ Signatures

The Top 5 Reasons to Switch to PowerDMS™

1. Slim Down the Office
   Automated document storage and control is available online with just a few clicks. Savings are found by going paperless, and no need for storage space, printing and shipping costs, or the labor and time to manage copies.

2. Rev Up Proof of Compliance
   Not only can traditional proofs go paperless through automation, but quality of evidence has evolved by attaching images, audio and video recordings as proofs of compliance in addition to documents.

3. Search and you Shall Find
   Finding all instances of a word or phrase is easy with Search — whether it is part of a standard, policy, training or proof, it will be there.

4. Power Up your Assessments
   Through electronic files and access, Assessors spend 30% less time in the review process.

5. Energize Compliance
   Through automated tasks and process workflows, policy approvals and signatures, and training is a snap — all available all in one place.

"Their customer service was quick and always helpful, and they were also quick to answer any questions."

- Lieutenant Jason Long, Arkansas State University Police Department

"No longer do we need to purchase file cabinets, file folders and other supplies; and, most importantly, we no longer bear the expense of mailing off our accreditation files for off-site review."

- Christine Grace, Charlotte County Sheriff's Office
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